
Adding a business listing to WikiVoyage (http://wikivoyage.org)

Anyone can edit the content of a page by clicking “edit”, but if you just want to add a
new entry to a particular section, it's easier to click “add listing”. It really is worth
creating an account or logging in before adding anything yourself.

In this example, we're adding a shop to the “Buy” section, but the 
process is the same for each section. The “add listing” form is easy to 
follow and doesn't have to be completed; just put as many details as 
you can. Double check it's all correct before clicking “Submit”. 

To add the coordinates so the business appears on maps, click “locate on geomap”. In the map that opens, 
enter the address in the top right and/or drag the map and zoom in on the right area. When you've found 
the correct location, double click the exact spot. You'll see the latitude and longitude values to enter in the 
form. If the location is west of Greenwich, be sure to include the minus sign with the longitude value.

Once submitted, the 
new listing should 
appear on the page 
similar to this one, 
shown overleaf.

http://wikivoyage.org/


Note: If their coordinates are 
given, businesses appear 
numbered in the listings as the 
numbers mark their location on
the map.

Editing the code rather than using the 'add listing' form

Click “edit” to see the wiki code. Each listing follows a pre-formatted template, marked by double curly 
brackets. The 'buy' listing template begins at {{buy and ends at }}. The asterisk * gives a bullet point.

Within the template there are a number of elements, each beginning with a pipe bar. You see how details 
are added for each element after the equals sign. For the business' website link, add
 | url=http://www.siopda.co.uk

The template code can be added by clicking one of the icons in the editing toolbar, e.g. the shopping 
trolley for a 'buy' listing template (for shops), the cocktail glass for a 'drink' listing template (for pubs). 
Take care not to add a template inside another. Add the new listing outside any existing curly brackets.


